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Background: To identify deprivation indicators usable in everyday practice and included in medico-administrative
databases, particularly with infectious diseases, which represent the greatest proportion of hospitalizations. Our
objective was to compare ecological indicators to individual questionnaires and apply both types to the study
of the impact of deprivation on hospital efficiency.

Methods: We conducted an epidemiological observational prospective multicentre study in two French public
hospitals between 20 October 2016 and 20 March 2017. Children hospitalized for one of the four most common
infectious diseases were included and their parents were asked to answer the Evaluation of Precarity and
Inequalities in Health Examination Centers (EPICES) questionnaire. The ecological indicator French DEPrivation
index (FDep) was derived from patients’ address, both at the zip code and at a smaller geographical area (IRIS
[ilôts de regroupement pour l’information statistique]) level. Correlation and concordance between the three
indicators were assessed. The endpoint used to assess the impact on hospital efficiency was the ratio between
patients’ length of stay (LOS) and the national LOS of their disease-related group.

Results: Data were available for 540 patients with a mean age of 9 mo. A total of 56.1% of patients were
considered deprived with EPICES, 50.4% with zip code FDep and 45.7% with IRIS FDep. Concordance between
EPICES and either type of FDep was <0.1. There was no increase in LOS compared with national LOS with any of
the indicators.

Conclusions: Individual and ecological indicators do not measure the same aspects of deprivation. The decision
to use one or the other must be carefully weighed when studying the impact of deprivation on the healthcare
system.

Keywords: acute infectious diseases, deprivation, efficiency, length of stay, paediatric

Introduction
Social deprivation is a complex, multidimensional concept that
cannot be reduced to a single economic dimension. It has been
defined by the WHO as the absence of one or more of the factors
that enable individuals and families to assume their elementary
responsibilities and enjoy their fundamental rights, a definition
that is similar to that of Joseph Wresinski.1 Peter Townsend, in

the UK, also pioneered an approach that covered a wide range of
living standards, both material and social: ‘Individuals, families
and groups in the population can be said to be in poverty when
they lack the resources to obtain the types of diet, participate in
the activities, and have the living conditions and amenities which
are customary, or at least widely encouraged or approved, in
the societies to which they belong’.2 Due to its multidimensional
aspect, it is difficult to assess deprivation in practice, particularly
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on a large scale, and its assessment is often further limited by
data availability on relevant factors.

Individual questionnaires filled out by the patient or his/her
family, or in the case of children, his/her parent, are the best way
to evaluate all dimensions of deprivation accurately, whether it
be economic, social, family or cultural. As such, many question-
naires have been developed and used in the general population
in national surveys. In France, individual questionnaires cannot
always be used, particularly in large-scale hospital studies, as
they are time-consuming, or in studies that only mobilize admin-
istrative databases.3,4

Alternative deprivation indicators that are usable in everyday
practice, even in the absence of the patient, have therefore been
developed. For example, the French Ministry of Health currently
uses health insurance aid indicators to allocate extra funds to
hospitals to help them cope with the additional costs associ-
ated with deprivation is patients.5,6 In practice, this means that
children’s deprivation is proxied by their parents’, as it stands to
reason that the two would be closely linked. However, these indi-
cators have many limits. First, they underestimate the number
of deprived patients in the establishment, as it is well known
that not all patients who could benefit from assistance actually
do.5 Second, as they are dichotomous, they create a very clear
threshold effect. Finally, they only take into account the financial
dimension of deprivation, thus excluding notions such as educa-
tion and social isolation.

An alternative way is to use ecological indicators of social
deprivation.2 They provide a proxy of the socio-economic status
of individuals by using their place of residence, and their main
advantage is that they can include a wide range of variables and
can be calculated with administrative data, although they have
limits as well, in particular, that of ecological fallacy. Those types

of indicators can be calculated at the municipal level using a
patient’s zip code of residence or, for smaller geographical areas,
the patient’s address.

While their use by healthcare institutions has increased,7,8

they have never (to the best of our knowledge) been com-
pared with individual questionnaires. In this context, infectious
diseases represent an opportunity to do so, as they corre-
spond to an important proportion of admissions of deprived
patients and very few paediatric studies have focused on
this subject. It is also a field where the family environment
can be directly related to the child’s health and the deci-
sion to discharge a patient often depends on this environ-
ment.

Our objective was therefore to assess the concordance
between the two types of indicators and apply them to a
case study, the association between deprivation and hospital
efficiency in infectious diseases in paediatrics.

Methods
Study design
An observational prospective multicentre study was conducted in
two university hospitals in Paris, Robert Debré and Jean Verdier.
These hospitals are located in areas considered to be deprived
and therefore have a large disadvantaged population.

The study was approved by an independent ethics committee
(committee of ‘Ile-De-France n◦2’, IRB registration 00001072,
project number 2016-12-09) and the National Commission of
Informatics and Liberties granted its agreement for the data col-
lection (reference 1997097). The written consent was approved
by the ethics committee. No funding was received for this study.

Table 1. Partition of patients in the different quintiles of deprivation

Quintiles Total sample (N=540), n (%) Robert Debré Hospital (N=304), n (%) Jean Verdier Hospital (N=236), n (%)

EPICES score
1 34 (6.3) 17 (5.6) 17 (7.2)
2 107 (19.8) 57 (18.7) 50 (21.2)
3 96 (17.8) 57 (18.7) 39 (16.5)
4 129 (23.9) 73 (24) 56 (23.7)
5 174 (32.2) 100 (33) 74 (31.4)

Zip code FDep
1 161 (29.8) 115 (37.8) 46 (19.5)
2 88 (16.3) 59 (19.4) 29 (12.3)
3 19 (3.5) 13 (4.3) 6 (2.5)
4 145 (26.9) 55 (18.1) 90 (38.1)
5 127 (23.5) 62 (20.4) 65 (27.6)

IRIS FDep
1 127 (23.5) 85 (28) 42 (17.8)
2 73 (13.5) 37 (12.2) 36 (15.3)
3 93 (17.2) 45 (14.8) 48 (20.3)
4 54 (10) 38 (12.5) 16 (6.8)
5 193 (35.8) 99 (32.5) 94 (39.8)
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Figure 1. Correlation between the three indicators of deprivation.

Population
All children <15 y of age hospitalized for one of the four most
common infectious diseases (bronchiolitis, acute gastroenteritis,
acute pneumonia or acute pyelonephritis) were eligible for the
study. They were included during the winter epidemic period
(20 October 2016–20 March 2017). Parents were informed
about the study and their consent was obtained. Infectious
diseases were chosen because they represent an important
proportion of admissions in general paediatric departments,
as well as an important cause of admissions for deprived
patients in hospitals.9 They therefore represent an important
challenge for paediatric hospitals located in disadvantaged
areas. Children who were not living at their parents’ place
of residence, who were living abroad, whose parents were absent
at the time of inclusion or who developed one of the four
infectious diseases while hospitalized for another disease were
not included.

Measures of deprivation
The individual questionnaire chosen for this study was the
Evaluation of Precarity and Inequalities in Health Examination
Centers (EPICES) questionnaire, developed by the French statu-
tory health insurance’s health examination centres to assess the

deprivation of patients10 (Appendix A). It has also been used
in different pathologies and different care settings.11–14 To the
best of our knowledge, it is the only available French validated
questionnaire that allows the calculation of a deprivation score
at an individual level. It was constructed in 1998 from 42
questions taking into account several dimensions of deprivation
(employment, education, housing, family composition etc.). Of
the 42 questions, 11 binary questions were selected because they
summarized 90% of the deprivation situation of a subject. Each
response is associated with a coefficient, which are then added
to a constant to make the EPICES score, which varies between 0
(no deprivation) and 100 (maximum deprivation). A score of 30
is considered to be the deprivation threshold.

Regarding the ecological indicators, we used the French
DEPrivation index (FDep), which was developed specifically
for the French context and has been used in the past to
study the impact of deprivation on the use or consumption
of care.11,12 It contains four variables: the percentage of
blue-collar workers in the labour force, the percentage of
high school graduates in the population ≥15 y of age, the
unemployment rate in the labour force and the median income
per household. It has been validated in comparison with other
international indicators.8 It was calculated at two levels: at
the patient’s zip code and for a smaller area (IRIS [ilôts de
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Table 2. Concordance between IRIS FDep quintiles and EPICES quintiles

EPICES quintiles
IRIS FDep quintiles 1 2 3 4 5

1 13 (2.4) 31 (5.7) 23 (4.3) 20 (3.7) 40 (7.4)
2 5 (0.9) 16 (3) 16 (3) 13 (2.4) 23 (4.3)
3 6 (1.1) 19 (3.5) 12 (2.2) 25 (4.6) 31 (5.7)
4 1 (0.2) 10 (1.9) 10 (1.9) 15 (2.8) 18 (3.3)
5 9 (1.7) 31 (5.7) 35 (6.5) 56 (10.3) 62 (11.5)

Values presented as n (%).

Table 3. Concordance between zip code FDep quintiles and EPICES quintiles

EPICES quintiles
Zip code FDep quintiles 1 2 3 4 5

1 7 (1.3) 36 (6.7) 31 (5.7) 37 (6.9) 50 (9.3
2 11 (2) 17 (3.1) 14 (2.6) 18 (3.3) 28 (5.2)
3 1 (0.2) 4 (0.7) 4 (0.7) 3 (0.5) 7 (1.3)
4 10 (1.9) 34 (6.3) 23 (4.3 37 (6.9) 41 (7.6)
5 5 (0.9) 16 (3) 24 (4.4) 34 (6.3) 48 (8.9)

Values presented as n (%).

Table 4. Concordance between IRIS FDep quintiles and zip code FDep quintiles

Zip code FDep quintiles
IRIS FDep quintiles 1 2 3 4 5

1 88 (16.3) 29 (5.4) 5 (0.9) 5 (0.9) 0 (0)
2 28 (5.2) 13 (2.4) 5 (0.9) 23 (4.3) 4 (0.7)
3 20 (3.7) 20 (3.7) 3 (0.5) 35 (6.5) 15 (2.8)
4 10 (1.9) 11 (2) 3 (0.5) 16 (3) 14 (2.6)
5 15 (2.8) 15 (2.8) 3 (0.5) 66 (12.2) 94 (17.4)

Values presented as n (%).

regroupement pour l’information statistique] derived from
their address with the following website: www.geoportail.
gouv.fr/donnees/iris. Our hypotheses were that we would
be able to better assess deprivation with the EPICES ques-
tionnaire and that, when comparing it with our ecological
indicators, the loss of information would be less with the
indicator assessed at the address level, due to a lower risk of
ecological fallacy.

Case study
Within our study population we aimed to assess whether
deprivation had any impact on hospital efficiency using the
three indicators, whether one performed best and whether they

could be used together. Efficiency was assessed using the ratio
between the patient’s length of stay (LOS) and the national LOS
of their diagnosis-related group. A ratio >1 for a given patient
meant that he or she was hospitalized longer than the reference
LOS for patients with a similar condition and severity, on which
the hospital tariff is based. As such, a higher ratio was indicative
of inefficiency for a hospital. Mean ratios were assessed overall
and for each national quintile of the three indicators.

Statistical analysis
The link between the three indicators was assessed by correla-
tion (for the scores) and by concordance (for the quintiles) with
Cohen’s κ . The association between quintiles of deprivation and
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Figure 2. Ratio between LOS and national LOS according to the type of indicator.

efficiency loss was tested with a Kruskal–Wallis test, because of
the non-equality of the variance.

A multivariate regression model was carried out to assess
the association between deprivation and LOS. Adjustment fac-
tors such as age, sex, centre, diagnosis, severity, admission and
discharge mode were introduced in the model if they were asso-
ciated with LOS in the univariate analysis at a significance level of
0.2. Age, sex, centre and diagnosis were added to the final model
regardless of the association.

All analyses were performed using R version 3.3.3 (R Founda-
tion, Vienna, Austria) and SAS software version 9.4 (SAS Institute,
Cary, NC, USA). All p-values were two-sided, with a significance
threshold of <0.05.

Results
Description of the population
The descriptive results have been published previously.15 Of 677
patients hospitalized during the study period for one of the four
diagnoses, 556 met our inclusion and non-inclusion criteria and
540 were included in the analysis.

The majority of patients were male (60.6%) and the average
age was 9 mo. Bronchiolitis represented more than two-thirds
of admissions. Patients in Jean Verdier Hospital were younger

than in Robert Debré Hospital (mean age 7.3 vs 10.5 mo,
p=0.026).

Comparison of the deprivation indicators
A total of 56.1% of patients were in EPICES quintiles 4 and 5,
50.4% were in IRIS FDep quintiles 4 and 5 and 45.8% were in
zip code FDep quintiles 4 and 5 (p=0.003) (Table 1). However,
although the indicators agreed on the percentage of deprived
patients, the distribution of the patients at the other end of
the spectrum varied depending on the indicator used. Indeed,
with the EPICES score, only 6.3% of the population was in the
first quintile vs 23% with the IRIS FDep and 29% with the
zip code FDep (p=0.057). There was no difference between
pathologies.

As expected, there was a high correlation between the two
FDep values, but the correlation between either type of FDep and
EPICES was very poor (Figure 1).

The concordance between EPICES and IRIS FDep was poor,
with a κ coefficient of 0.009 (weighted κ=0.07). Only 19% of
patients were in the same quintile with both indicators, which
rose to 55% when allowing for a difference of 1 quintile (Table 2).
When looking at the concordance between EPICES and zip code
FDep quintiles, we found similar results (Table 3), with a κ coeffi-
cient of 0.015 (weighted κ=0.038). Only 21% of patients were in
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Table 5. Results of the multivariate regression model for the ratio between patients LOS and national LOS of their diagnosis-related group

Quintiles Estimate 95% confidence interval

EPICES
1 ref ref
2 0.07 0.065 to 0.09
3 0.03 0.029 to 0.94
4 0.06 0.06 to 0.09
5 0.02 0.02 to 0.09

IRIS FDep
1 ref ref
2 −0.04 −0.04 to 0.07
3 0.02 0.023; 0.07
4 0.13 0.13; 0.082
5 0.14 0.14; 0.07

Zip code FDep
1 ref ref
2 −0.01 −0.006 to 0.06
3 −0.02 −0.02 to 0.11
4 −0.2 −0.2 to 0.06
5 −0.18 −0.18 to 0.07]

Diagnostic
Pneumonia ref ref
Bronchiolitis 0.08 −0.056 to 0.22
Gastroenteritis 0.0001 −0.158 to −0.159
Pyelonephritis 0.28 0.036 to 0.52

Age (mo) 0.0004 −0.0022 to 0.0029
Sex

Male ref ref
Female −0.13 −0.21 to −0.04

Hospital
Robert Debré ref ref
Jean Verdier 0.07 −0.012 to 0.16

Severity
Grade 1 ref ref
Grade 2 −0.24 −0.34 to −0.14
Grade 3 −0.11 −0.22 to −0.006
Grade 4 −0.14 −0.8 to 0.5]

the same quintile with both indicators, which rose to 52% when
allowing for a difference of 1 quintile. Finally, as expected, the
concordance was better when comparing the two FDep values
(Table 4), with a κ of 0.24 (weighted κ=0.47). A total of 40% of
patients were in the same quintile with both indicators and 77%
were in the same quintile ±1 quintile.

When looking at each EPICES question and whether people
who answered yes or no had significantly different mean FDep
values, we found that people who were homeowners or who had
been to a show or done sporting activities in the past 12 mo
were significantly less deprived than those who had not (see the
Supplementary material).

Impact of deprivation on hospital efficiency
The patients’ mean LOS was 4.6±3.5 d (median 4 d [min 0.5,
max 32]). The mean ratio between patient LOS and national

LOS was 1±0.5 d (median 0.9 d [Q1 0.7, Q3 1.3]). There was
no statistical difference between quintiles for either indicator
(p=0.69 for EPICES, p=0.69 for IRIS FDep and p=0.08 for the zip
code FDep) (Figure 2).

In the multivariate modelling, we found no association
between any of the scores and our outcome, although all models
performed very poorly. When all three indicators were introduced
at the same time, the ratio was significantly related to sex, age
and diagnosis (Table 5).

Discussion
We found that our ecological indicator, FDep, was poorly
correlated to an individual patient questionnaire regardless
of the level of the analysis (zip code vs IRIS). When looking
at the association between deprivation and hospital effi-
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ciency in a population of children hospitalized for an acute
infectious disease, the three indicators performed similarly,
with none of them finding an association, contrary to what
was expected.

The absence of correlation may be due to different aspects
of deprivation being captured by the two types of indicators:
the EPICES questionnaire takes into account a wide range of
variables, focusing in particular on the psychosocial aspect of
deprivation, while the FDep only takes four variables into account,
most of which are about employment. In this context, it is
possible that the psychosocial aspect of deprivation may be
more important than the financial aspect.6 The two indicators
have very few variables in common: in fact, only the question
‘Are there times during the month when you face real financial
difficulties to support yourself?’ in the EPICES questionnaire
could be deemed similar to the median income per household.
In addition, neither of them takes into account the homeless
aspect, which is an important parameter because of the increase
in migrant populations. Unfortunately, homeless patients do
not have an FDep and therefore they were excluded from
the analysis. However, Labbe et al.16 compared the EPICES
questionnaire with two ecological indicators of deprivation
and found differing results from ours. This is likely due to the
population included in each study. While Labbe et al. included
a large sample of people >16 y of age in the north of France,
we included young patients in two hospitals with highly deprived
catchment areas. On the other hand, Pardo-Crespo et al.17 found
that indirect socio-economic status measures at the regional
level strongly disagreed with individual socio-economic status
measures.

We found no impact of deprivation on healthcare consump-
tion, which is contrary to many studies in adult populations3,18,19

but similar to what another study on paediatric patients
admitted for bronchiolitis found.20 This could be explained in
two ways. One, there is an impact of deprivation on LOS in
paediatrics, but this study could not show it. This may be
because our indicators do not capture what is important in
the paediatric context. Indeed, deprived parents may focus all
their available resources on their children and not themselves,
which would partly erase the impact of deprivation. For example,
a child from a deprived family may be able to go on holiday
or to see shows thanks to social support. In addition, both
types of indicators have limits. EPICES was created almost
20 y ago, and as with any questionnaire, parents may either
minimize their deprivation when answering the questionnaire
because of shame or fear of being blamed or exaggerate
their situation in the hope that it will bring them financial
support. The FDep indicators, although calculated with more
recent data, have not been updated recently (2008 for zip
codes and 2009 for IRIS), and they remain proxies and not
individual measures of deprivation. This makes it difficult
to evaluate actual deprivation with the address, especially
in the current evolving economic situation and with recent
migrations, especially in the areas around the two participating
hospitals.

The other possibility is that there is no impact of deprivation
on hospital efficiency in this population. This could be because
LOS is not the right endpoint and that the admission rate would
be more appropriate. Indeed, an increase in the probability that

deprived patients would be hospitalized compared with non-
deprived patients has been shown in the literature.21,22 The
high proportion of patients in the more deprived quintiles in
our study may indicate that this is the case here, although it
could also be due to the patient population of the two hospitals.
It is also possible that, because of their location and highly
deprived catchment areas, the two hospitals included in the
study have learned to adapt to their population and have
developed ways to increase their efficiency in this particular
context. Qualitative studies should be carried out to explore this
further.

Other studies are currently ongoing to assess the impact of
deprivation on hospital efficiency using ecological deprivation
indicators, both in paediatric and in adult populations. This will
allow us to explore these indicators in other diseases, particularly
in chronic diseases in which patient education plays a major role
before discharge and may take longer in disadvantaged popula-
tions. Additional studies should include hospitals not accustomed
to a high rate of deprivation to see if coping mechanisms were
at play here and should include additional indicators such as
admission rates.
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